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be attributed  to  local  influences.    By  a    still    simpler
process,  the  old  word  ** might have been replaced by a
popularjForm  borrowed  from the native tribes.    One will
therefore, be inclined to accept with    slight   modification,
the identification already proposed  by Gundert and   Kittel
of mukha- with  the JDravidian words  for  " nose."  Can.
lAuqu   along  with  mu,  Tel.   mukku, Tarn. mukk%, Gondi,
massor, Malto  mitsoth*  Brahui  lamus   (where  ba  is   the
Dravidian  term  for  " mouth n ; see the list of Linguistic
Survey, No. 36 ; for the words for " nose,n No, 34<), Kui
mungeli1 ; these names  appear  to  be authentic  because
they are connected with all the words  expressing the idea
of "in front"  (Can. Tel.  my, Tarn,   mun Kur. mund—,
Brah.  men "in front/' Can. muti.  "face, mouth/'Toda
mun *« face/' Tarn. mMal, Kur. muddh " first " etc,).   That
the term for " mouth "  or  " face " would be subject to
renewal,  is not at  all astonishing ;    mnMa-   itself  has
in modern Indo-Aryan another rival in :  Mar. tond,  Guj.
Beng. tund, Singh. tn$a tola; this   word  was previously
applied  to  animals \   in    Pali    and in Sanskrit tunda—
designates  " trunk,  Beak, snout" ; it is  evidently   the
same as  Tarn,   twndi "beak,"  Gondi    iudd,i    "mouth,
faceJ>; probably Malto toroth " mouth " (on tlie  contrary
Tel. fondaimt  " trunk>5  appears  to  be a  loan   word, and
Can. tuti " lips " recalls too much  Beng.  thomt,  deforma-
tion of the term for  " lips,"  Mar,  etc.  oth, Skr. ostAa-
to be taken into consideration).
In  the  first  place,  therefore,  the probabilities would
stand  for  mukh(t~  being  a  lojtp   word  from   Dravidian.
1 Tt is curious that Ka§miri muk means "short and flat (nose) "
while Skr. mw&«- (Mar. muka etc.) "dumb" is related to the family of
Gr. /a»x<fe, Arm. munj, Lat. mutus.

